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What is Continuous Delivery?

AN INTRODUCTION TO 
CONTINUOUS  DELIVERY
Let’s take a closer look at what Continuous Delivery is 
and what it means for your organization. 
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“ ORACLE WANTS TO REASSURE JD EDWARDS CUSTOMERS 
THEY CAN CONTINUE TO RUN THE CURRENT RELEASE OF 
JD EDWARDS APPLICATIONS WITH ONGOING SUPPORT 
AND ENHANCEMENTS FOR THE FORESEEABLE FUTURE.” 

Source: JD Edwards Premier Support and Continuous Delivery FAQ ( June 2018)

Why the move to  
Continuous Delivery?
We’ve heard a lot of people wonder, “why is 
Oracle changing its EnterpriseOne support 
model in the first place?” In a nutshell, 
Oracle is making this move to reassure 
JD Edwards clients of EnterpriseOne’s 
longevity, as well as to align its support 
model with broader industry trends 
towards rapid change and agile adoption.

Simply put, Continuous Delivery gives 
EnterpriseOne clients the ability to apply 
changes in incremental, periodic updates 
versus infrequent major releases. 

EnterpriseOne 9.2 is the last major 
product release that customers can 
expect from Oracle. Once you’re on 9.2, 
you can essentially choose which updates 
you want to apply and when – without 
the disruption of the major upgrades 
you may have experienced in the past.

Instead, you’ll be able to stay code 
current by applying more frequent – but 
more manageable – updates (released 
once or twice per year), on a schedule 
that works best for your organization.

So how does it work?
Because new updates are cumulative, 
each update contains all of the elements 
Oracle has previously released. So, if 
you decide not to apply one update, its 
content will be included – along with new 
content – in the next one you apply. This 
means you won’t miss anything, or have 
to go back and do multiple updates.

Patches will still be delivered by ESUs 
(electronic software updates), but will 
be packaged slightly differently. If you’ve 
run a code current or application update 
project before, this will feel very similar. 

So now, instead of doing the odd ESU here 
and there or undertaking a code current 
project to bridge the gap while waiting 
for the next major release, you’ll be doing 
incremental updates on a regular cadence.

How will CD affect  
my organization?
Staying current in the near and long term 
will require a support model in line with 
the EnterpriseOne roadmap, meaning a 
regular cadence of updates. It also means 
ensuring you have the time and resources 
to evaluate each new enhancement and 
determine the most advantageous timing 
of its adoption for your organization. 

An introduction to Continuous Delivery



From making your system more manageable to increasing the  
financial return on your JDE investment, Continuous Delivery 
can bring a number of benefits to your business. 

WHY ADOPT  
CONTINUOUS DELIVERY?
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EnterpriseOne as a  
business enabler
Continuous Delivery allows you 
to benefit from the latest product 
enhancements Oracle develops in 
partnership with EnterpriseOne 
customers in various industries, keeping 
you at the forefront of change. 

More manageability, less risk
Yes, there will be changes to how 
frequently you update your EnterpriseOne 
system in the future. But, this increase in 
frequency is balanced by smaller module 
impact. The smaller, incremental changes 
mitigate your risk of falling behind and 
keep your ERP more manageable, agile, 
and able to drive business change. 

As EnterpriseOne’s technology is 
updated and enhanced, you can align 
its requirements to stay compliant 
with the latest changes to databases, 
operating systems, browsers, and 
more. This provides more security and 
stability across the hardware platform 
and allows you to enable technology 
as needed by the business.

Why adopt Continuous Delivery?

Continuous delivery also has the power 
to reduce customizations by replacing 
custom processes with supported 
functionality. A good example of this 
is Orchestration Studio, which can 
potentially eliminate the need for your 
custom integrations and process flows. 

Finally, because of its incremental nature, 
CD can result in a shorter and more 
manageable implementation project cycle. 

ORCHESTRATION STUDIO CAN ELIMINATE 
CUSTOM INTEGRATIONS AND PROCESS FLOWS.
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BUSINESS BENEFITS  
OF CONTINUOUS DELIVERY
•  Add value to your business by mobilizing your workforce via 

EnterpriseOne or moving data in and out

•  Take advantage of application enhancements and ensure 
compliance with regulatory requirements, including 
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) lease 
accounting standards, Joint Venture Management, and 
Industrial Services (Time and Labor/Billing)

•  Maintain a positive, continuously improving work 
environment by providing employees with the latest 
technology to leverage

Increased financial returns
Because you can use new functionality 
sooner with Continuous Delivery, you 
get greater financial value from the 
maintenance you pay to Oracle. You also 
achieve higher ROI on maintenance costs 
as a result of the reduced effort and 
resources needed to maintain your system. 

Finally, you’re able to decrease your 
total cost of ownership because of the 
lower technical gap between releases.

CONTINUOUS DELIVERY 
CAN INCREASE RETURN ON 
YOUR INVESTMENT AND 
DECREASE YOUR TOTAL 
COST OF OWNERSHIP.

Why adopt Continuous Delivery?



HOW TO PREPARE FOR 
CONTINUOUS DELIVERY
Now that we’ve examined what CD is and how it might benefit you, let’s look 
at how you can prepare your organization for Continuous Delivery. 
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How to prepare for Continuous Delivery

BECAUSE EVERY BUSINESS IS DIFFERENT, YOU’LL WANT 
TO PUT SOME ADVANCE EFFORTS INTO CREATING AN 
ADOPTION STRATEGY THAT FITS YOUR ORGANIZATION.

Adopting a Continuous 
Delivery mindset
As we’ve discussed, adopting Continuous 
Delivery can provide significant, 
strategic benefits to your business. It 
also means the heavy lifting of major 
updates is a thing of the past.

Along with its advantages, CD will also 
require some adaptation in the way you 
keep your system up to date. Specifically, 
you’ll need to allocate resources for 
monitoring and understanding the impact 
of upcoming updates, and for evaluating 
and applying regular changes through 
Electronic Software Updates (ESUs).

So how will you achieve this? Because 
every business is different, you’ll want 
to put some advance efforts into 
creating an adoption strategy that fits 
your organization. Fortunately, it’s not 
rocket science, and a little planning 
and preparation will go a long way. 

By making some decisions at the corporate 
level, adjusting roles and responsibilities 
for your business analysts, and leveraging 
existing resources, you’ll be well on 
your way to a smooth adoption.
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How to prepare for Continuous Delivery

Preparing for Continuous 
Delivery at the corporate level
First off, you’ll need to spend some time 
hashing out the expectations and rules 
for keeping your JD Edwards application 
code current. If you are currently working 
with a JD Edwards service provider, consult 
with them and ask how they can help. 

Understanding internal business 
implications is also important. What 
other initiatives are planned? When 
are the month/quarter/year-end 
cycles – and what is the impact?

You’ll also want to consider global 
ownership and who ultimately owns the 
responsibility. Will this be your application 
manager or another role? This will need to 
be managed as a project, so clarifying who 
is best suited to play that role is important.

Finally, put some structure around the 
initiative by scheduling regular team 
meetings in advance and creating an 
update schedule to monitor progress. 
Having these items in place will help 
ensure you start off on the right foot. 
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How to prepare for Continuous Delivery

Adjusting roles  
and responsibilities
Once you’ve settled the questions of 
ownership and responsibility, your 
people will also need to gear up for a few 
different responsibilities with Continuous 
Delivery. For example, the responsibility for 
assessing ESUs and creating update plans 
may now fall to your Business Analysts 
and Functional JDE Module Owners. 

Business Analysts will also need to be 
scanning for new ESUs and downloading 
them regularly, as well as assessing their 
impact. JDE tools such as Change Assistant 
or Object Usage Tracking (a new feature 
in 9.2) will help in assessing the impact 
on your system. Object Usage Tracking 
will also help in determining the objects 
to be validated prior to applying ESUs, 
so be sure your people understand 
how to take advantage of this tool. 

Leveraging existing  
business resources
In preparation for Continuous Delivery, 
you’ll want to leverage your existing 
business process documentation. It will 
help you understand what and how 
to test, and what business processes 
may be impacted by the changes. 

A repeatable testing plan that leverages 
pre-defined testing scripts will also 
come in handy, as would an investment 
in an automated scripting tool to speed 
up testing and minimize errors. These 
functional testing scripts will need 
to be kept current by your Business 
Analysts or Module Owners.

YOUR EXISTING BUSINESS PROCESS DOCUMENTATION 
WILL HELP YOU UNDERSTAND WHAT AND HOW 
TO TEST, AND WHAT BUSINESS PROCESSES 
MAY BE IMPACTED BY THE CHANGES.  



5 STEPS TO A SUCCESSFUL 
IMPLEMENTATION
Adopting CD isn’t an isolated endeavour – it needs to fit in with 
the other projects your organization has on the go. Advance 
planning and a solid methodology are critical for success. 
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To help you determine the true impact 
of going code current, we’ve developed 
the following methodology. It provides 
an accurate scope of work needed 
for subsequent steps, and allows you 
to evaluate effort against impact. 

For example, the most recent fix or 
release might have “the best” thing in 
it, but if applying it completely upsets 
your business, it could outweigh 
the benefits for you at that time. 

A CODE CURRENT UPDATE 
IS NOT AN ISOLATED 
ENDEAVOR. IT NEEDS 
TO FIT WITHIN YOUR 
ORGANIZATION’S OVERALL 
LIST OF PROJECTS. THAT’S 
WHY PLANNING IN 
ADVANCE AND HAVING 
A SOLID METHODOLOGY 
IN PLACE IS CRITICAL.

5 steps to a successful implementation
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5 steps to a successful implementation

QUESTIONS TO ANSWER THROUGH 
TESTING INCLUDE:
1.  Can you apply all the ESUs and be confident your most critical business 

processes are tested and running smoothly?

2.  Can you focus your testing efforts on what really changed or is new for your 
business, with the assurance that employees and vendors will still get paid?

Conducting an impact analysis for an 
EnterpriseOne update is extremely 
important. It requires your organization  
to evaluate the change impact on  
business, process, and other projects,  
and sets the scope and schedule for  
the rest of the project.

When performing impact analysis, we 
recommend Object Usage Tracking. 
Object Usage Tracking is a powerful 
tool to help you understand your 
system, and is a feature limited to 
9.2. It allows you to understand the 
impacts of the objects included in the 
updates since you were last current. 

Object Usage Tracking has a front-
end UX One page, and all of this data 
is stored in tables you can use to 
compare against data from tools like 
Change Assistant and Impact Analysis. 

It can answer important questions to get 
your impact analysis underway, including:

• Which objects are being accessed?

•  When do you have peak load on 
your system?

•  Which customizations are used  
or unused?

•  What impact will an EnterpriseOne 
update have on my environment?

Object Usage Tracking captures objects 
accessed by users and has an out-of-box 
analytics component for system load. We 
recommend using it to identify the  
system applications that are used 
the most – a critical first step in 
beginning your impact analysis.

Next, you’ll want to focus on the changes 
wrought by ESUs in the areas and 
applications identified by the Object 
Tracking Tool. If an object is included in 
the ESUs but you don’t use it, you can 
install it on your system with no impact. 

If you lack documentation, or have a 
high number of customizations, find the 
detailed analysis of proposed changes 
difficult, consider using a third-party 
tool for impact analysis. We recommend 
using Dimension Focus by our partners 
DWS. This tool complements and extends 
the capabilities of Object Analyzer and 
Object Usage Tracking to provide deeper 
insight into your unique implementation.

Understanding what is being used on a 
daily, weekly, and monthly basis should 
also provide better focus for your testing 
– we’ll look at this in more detail in step 3.

1IMPACT 
ANALYSIS
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5 steps to a successful implementation

Now that you’ve completed and digested 
the findings from your Impact Analysis, the 
second step is to retrofit your custom code 
based on the changes delivered by Oracle 
and your usage of the impacted objects.

Your technical teams (CNC and 
Development) have a major role to play 
in installing the latest packages and 
ensuring any customizations are accounted 
for. It’s also time for your business 
analyst group to assess the impact of 
the changes and make any updates 
to business process documentation, 
testing plans, and training materials.

Business process documentation that is up 
to date and comprehensive is a major asset 
in this area. If you’ve been diligent about 
your business process documentation, it 
will really pay off now. We recommend you 
leverage it for both training and testing. 

2RETROFIT
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5 steps to a successful implementation

Continuous Delivery will change the  
code and footprint of your EnterpriseOne 
system, so it’s critical to test changes 
that are introduced in any updates that 
could impact your use of the system. 

Comprehensive testing of your 
business-critical functions is crucial 
with every update. Rigorous change 
management processes should be in 
place to avoid introducing undue risk 
to your production environment. 

Because Continuous Delivery provides 
more frequent and incremental 
changes, automating your testing now 
becomes much more impactful. 

If your internal teams don’t have the 
ability or bandwidth, automated testing 
tools can save you significant amounts 
of time and improve the quality of your 
testing. We recommend SwifTest by 
our partners at DWS for automated 
and reusable testing scripts that 
integrate natively within JD Edwards.

Once you’ve conducted your impact 
analysis, your retrofit, and finished  
testing, it’s time to apply the updates.  
It’s that simple. 

With successful completion of steps 1–3, 
implementation should be straightforward. 
Your technical team will apply the approved 
updates to production.

3TEST 4 IMPLEMENT
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5 steps to a successful implementation

UNDERSTANDING USER 
DEFINED OBJECTS (UDOs)
UDOs are web objects you create using the EnterpriseOne web 
interface. You can create them for your own use, view UDOs 
that other employees have created, or share yours so others 
can view and use them. Your ability to perform any of these 
tasks depends on the permissions you and others have been 
granted by your administrator.

Education and adoption of the new 
features, both functional and technical, 
is a key part of ensuring the success of 
Continuous Delivery. If you make the 
effort to undertake this type of project, it’s 
important to take advantage of the  
new features.

Your people need to know and understand 
the capabilities delivered in the update. 
They’ve just been provided with the latest 
and greatest in EnterpriseOne features  
and functionality, so there’s no sense in 
continuing to use the applications  
“the old way.”

Within many organizations, there is a 
huge learning opportunity regarding User 
Defined Objects (UDOs). As mentioned 
above, your updated system will include 
UDO functionality just waiting to be 
capitalized upon. 

5EDUCATE  
& ADOPT
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TEST 3
IMPLEMENT 4
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ANNUAL 
UPDATE

FEATURE PACK
RELEASES

STEPS 1-4 CAN BE COMPLETED
ROUGHLY WITHIN ONE QUARTER

PERIODIC REVIEWS HELP 
YOU SEE WHAT’S COMING

OUR EXAMPLE BEGINS IN JANUARY, BUT YOU CAN START ANYTIME

SPEND THE REST OF THE YEAR ON EDUCATION 
AND ADOPTION TO ENSURE SUCCESS

5 steps to a successful implementation



We recommend adopting Continuous Delivery as a best practice,  
and to maximize the value of your EnterpriseOne investment. 
Here are a few tips to help you on your journey. 

A FEW PARTING THOUGHTS
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A few parting thoughts

A big part of achieving your return 
on investment is by taking advantage 
of Oracle’s innovation and vision 
and utilizing EnterpriseOne to 
support your strategic objectives. 

Importantly, be sure you can derive 
value from the new features and don’t 
just adopt Continuous Delivery to stay 
compliant. If planned out properly, it will 
come together and be a beautiful thing.

KEYS TO A SUCCESSFUL ADOPTION
•  Understand how Continuous Delivery will work for your organization 

•  Develop a methodology and strategy for how to approach it 

•  Adopt an appropriate change management structure to support 
Continuous Delivery 

•  Remember there are lots of moving parts, including data and information 
to gather and evaluate 

•  Plan it out, understand the impacts to how the business uses 
EnterpriseOne, test thoroughly, and deliver seamlessly 

•  Ensure your people are trained and ready for an even better system

IF PLANNED OUT PROPERLY, 
YOUR ADOPTION OF 
CONTINUOUS DELIVERY 
WILL COME TOGETHER AND 
BE A BEAUTIFUL THING.
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